Balanced Body® CenterLine™ Chair Instructions

Your new CenterLine™ Chair comes fully assembled. However, please make note of the following:
Before using your Chair, be sure to carefully cut the plastic ties holding the springs in place.
These are for shipping purposes only and are not meant to be used with the Chair.

To attach the spring, select the desired level of resistance and place the metal ring of the spring
around the corresponding cactus hook as seen in Figure A. The cloth loop on each spring is
intended to be used as a handle to reposition the spring. Do NOT hook the cloth loop on the
cactus hook. Doing so can cause injury and/or damage to your Chair.

**NOTE:** Cloth loops wear over time and can eventually tear. Please inspect them regularly and call
Technical Support if you need replacements.

Questions? Contact Balanced Body Technical Support at 1-800-PILATES.